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We report on dilepton measurements for central Pb on Au collisions at the top CERN SPS energy 
with the upgraded CERES experiment. The dilepton mass spectrum of 2000 data with improved 
mass resolution shows an enhancement over the expectation from hadron decays that is well de- 
scribed by a model including a strong broadening of the p spectral function. The measured excess 
yield excludes the dropping mass scenario. 
We also report on the q5 meson measured simultaneously both in the K+K- and in the dilepton de- 
cay channel for the first time in high energy heavy-ion collisions. An excellent agreement is found 
between the rapidity densities and the shape of the measured tranverse momentum spectrum. The 
data rule out a possible enhancement of the q5 yield in the leptonic over hadronic channel by a 
factor larger than 1.6 at 95% CL. CERES results are in agreement with NA49 results. 
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1. Introduction 

The main goal of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the study of very hot and dense nu- 
clear matter. This kind of matter is believed to have existed shortly after the Big Bung. Lattice QCD 
calculations [ 11 have predicted a transition from ordinary hadronic matter to a plasma of quarks and 
gluons at high energy densities. At the same time Chiral symmetry is restored. Dileptons that carry 
information of the entire fireball evolution are very suitable probes because of their negligible final 
state interactions. 

Medium modifications of the @ meson properties (mass and width) or of the kaons that might 
result in a change of the branching fraction of @ decaying to K+K- or to e+e- when @ decays 
in medium, may be related to the expected chiral phase transition [2]. However as the @ lifetime 
(44 fin/c) is longer than the expected lifetime of the coupled collision system, only a fraction may 
decay in the hot fireball. Final state interactions of kaons from @ meson decays may lower the 
measured branching ratio into the kaon channel [3]. Indeed, the NA50 experiment measuring the @ 
meson in the p+p- decay channel and NA49 measuring in the K+K- channel, obtain yields that 
differ by factors between 2 and 4 in the common mt range [4]. Further, the mt spectra exhibit a 
different inverse slope parameter, 305 f 15 MeV in NA49 and 218 f 6 MeV in NA50, fitted in 
their ml acceptance regions. 

The CERES experiment at the CERN SPS is an experiment dedicated to the study of low 
mass dilepton pairs. CERES has measured an enhanced dilepton production in the invariant mass 
region me+e- > 0.2 GeV/c2 in S+Au at 200 AGeV [5] and in Pb+Au at 158 AGeV [6]. The 
enhancement is absent in p-induced reactions [7]. Pion annihilation has been taken into account 
as an additional mechanism for e+e- production but the experimental spectra cannot be explained 
without introducing medium modifications of vector mesons, particularly of the p .  The two main 
theoretical choices for this modification are the dropping mass scenario [8] and the broadening 
scenario [9], but the experimental precision did not allow to distinguish between them. 

In order to further investigate the enhancement and possibly discriminate between the differ- 
ent theoretical approaches, the CERES spectrometer was upgraded during 1998 by the addition 
of a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) with radial electric drift field [lo, 11, 12, 13, 14, 151 which 
improves the mass resolution and the electron identification. In order to investigate the role of 
baryons, during 1999, CERES took data with the TPC (although with partial readout) at a bom- 
barding energy of 40 AGeV [16] where the baryon density is approximately 30% larger than at 
158 AGeV [17]. During the year 2000 CERES took a large data sample consisting of 30.106 and 
3.106 events of Pb on Au collisions at 158 AGeV triggered on the 7% and 20% most central colli- 
sions [14], respectively. Moreover, the upgrade of the CERES experiment makes possible for the 
first time in high energy heavy-ion collisions to study simultaneously the leptonic and the charged 
kaon decay modes of the @ meson at the SPS, thus shedding light onto the @ puzzle. 

In this paper, we present an overview of the most relevant dilepton results of the CERES 
experiment since the upgrade with the TPC. All these results have been previously published in 
[16, 18, 191. 
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Figure 1: Cross section through the upgraded setup of the CERES spectrometer. The apparatus has a 
cylindrical symmetry. 

2. Experimental setup 

The CERES experiment (Fig. 1) is optimized to measure low mass electron pairs close to 
mid-rapidity (2.1< q <2.6) with full azimuthal coverage. A vertex telescope, composed of two 
Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) positioned at 10.4 cm and 14.3 cm downstream of a segmented 
Au target, provides a precise vertex reconstruction, angle measurement for charged particles and 
rejection of close pairs from y conversions and no Dalitz decays. Two Ring Imaging CHerenkov 
(RICH) detectors, operated at a high threshold (y,h=32), are used for electron identification in a 
large hadronic background. In the configuration with the TPC, the magnetic field between the 
two RICH detectors is switched off, allowing to use them in a combined mode resulting in an 
increased electron efficiency. The new radial-drift TPC, positioned downstream of the original 
spectrometer, has an active length of 2 m and a diameter of 2.6 m. A gas mixture of Ne (80%) 
and C02 (20%) is used. It is operated inside a magnetic field (indicated by the dashed field lines 
inside the TPC in Fig. 1) with a maximal radial component of 0.5 T and provides up to 20 space 
points for each charged particle track. This is sufficient for the momentum determination with 
a resolution Ap/p - ( (2%)2 + (1% . p(GeV/c))2)'/2 and for additional electron identification by 
using the dEl& signal in the TPC. 

3. Di-electron analysis 

Charged particles from the target are reconstructed by matching track segments in the SDD 
and in the TPC using a momentum-dependent matching window. Tracks in the TPC are required 
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to contain more than 12 hits out of a maximum 20 possible, to ensure good momentum resolution. 
Cherenkov rings with asymptotic radii are identified in the RICH using a Hough transformation 
(see sect. 3.2.4 in ref. [6]). The TPC electron selection is done based on the dEldx signal and its 
resolution. To select electrons among all charged hadrons both a TPC dEldx signal in the electron 
region and a matching to a RICH ring are required. The combined pion rejection factor varies from 
4x lo4 to 1.8 x lo4 for momenta between 1 GeVIc and 2.5 GeVIc for total electron efficiencies of 
68% and 66% [20], respectively, with the quality cuts applied in the analysis [21,20,22]. 

The main difficulties of the electron analysis are the low probability of electromagnetic decays 
and the large amount of combinatorial background from y conversions and Dalitz decays. Very 
good electron identification is not enough. Electron pairs from y conversions and no Dalitz decays, 
characterized by their small opening angle and low momentum, need to be identified by their 
topology and removed from the sample in order to reduce the combinatorial background. As the 
detectors have a finite two-track resolution the most effective way of rejecting conversions in the 
target and close Dalitz pairs is by rejecting tracks with an energy loss signal significatively larger 
than the minimum ionizing energy loss signal in both SDD's where all hit amplitudes have been re- 
summed around each SDD track segment. Low-amplitude tails in the SDD dEldx distribution are 
also removed. Late conversions (mostly in SDD1) are removed by a cut in the distance to another 
TPC track of opposite sign and with electron dEldx. To reduce no Dalitz decay contributions 
only electron tracks with no opposite charge electron track within 35 mrad are taken for analysis. 
Finally, only electron tracks in the geometrical acceptance 0.141 rad < 8 < 0.243 rad and with a 
pt  > 0.2 GeVIc are selected. 
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Figure 2: Invariant-mass distribution of unlike-sign pairs (histogram), and mixed-event background (dashed 
line) normalized to like-sign pairs background after full rejection and corrected for pair reconstruction effi- 
ciency event by event. 

The invariant-mass distributions of unlike-sign pairs and of the combinatorial background after 
full rejection and corrected for pair reconstruction efficiency event by event are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 3: (a) Invariant-mass spectrum of e+e--pairs compared to the expectation fi-om the hadron decay 
cocktail. (b) The expectations from model calculations assuming a dropping of the p meson mass (blue) or 
a spread of the p width in the medium (red) are also shown. 

In order to reduce the statistical errors an unlike-sign combinatorial background using the mixed- 
event technique has been evaluated. The mixed-event background is normalized to the like-sign 
pair background in the mass region me+e- > 0.2 GeVlc2. For masses below 0.2 GeV/c2, the like- 
sign background is used. The physics signal is obtained by subtracting the like-sign pairs or the 
mixed event background from the unlike-sign pairs. 

4. Low-mass e+e- results 

The e+ e- invariant-mass spectrum corrected event-by-event for the pair reconstruction effi- 
ciency and normalized to the number of events and to the average charged particle multiplicity 
< Nch > in the acceptance [ 141 is shown in Fig. 3(a) [ 181 compared to the expectations from the 
hadronic decay cocktail. The hadron decay cocktail [23] has been folded with the experimental 
momentum resolution and energy loss due to bremsstrahlung. Acceptance, opening-angle, and 
transverse-momentum cuts are applied. An excess of pairs for me+e- > 0.2 GeV/c2 is clearly vis- 
ible. The number of pairs in the Dalitz region (me+,- < 0.2 GeV/c2) is 61 14 f 176 with a signal 
to background ratio (SB) of 112. The number of open pairs (me+e- > 0.2 GeVlc2) is 31 15 rt 376 
with a S B  of 1/22. The enhancement factor for 0.2 GeVlc2< me+,-<l.l GeVlc2 compared to 
the hadron decay cocktail is 2.56 f 0.22 (stat) f 0.31 (syst) f 0.83 (decays) '. The total data 
systematic uncertainty of 12% includes the combinatorial background subtraction and the electron 
efficiency correction. The systematic error of the charged particle multiplicity determination of 
12% has been included on the systematic error of the cocktail. 

'The change on the branching ratio of the proccess o 4 no,+,- and the improvement in its error in PDG 2006 
have not been considered yet. 
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Figure 4: (a) Dilepton yield after subtraction of the hadronic cocktail (without the p). The systematic errors 
of the data (horizontal ticks) and the systematic uncertainty of the subtracted cocktail (shaded boxes) are 
also shown. The data are compared to expectations of the models assuming a shift of the in-medium p mass 
(blue) and a broadening scenario (red). 

The experimental results are compared to theoretical models 3(b) based on hadronic decays 
and n+n- annihilation. The p-propagator is treated [24] in 3 ways: vacuum p (not shown), modi- 
fications following Brown-Rho scaling [8], and modifications via p-hadron interactions [9]. In the 
region between the w and the 4, measured now with better resolution, the data favor the many-body 
approach over Brown-Rho scaling. 

5. The in-medium p 

In order to further investigate the excess dilepton yield the contribution from the hadronic 
cocktail (except the p)  is subtracted from the data and from the calculations (Fig. 4a). No rescaling 
of theory to data is used. It can be observed that the contribution of the cocktail p is totally negligi- 
ble. The in-medium p contribution dominates by more than one order of magnitude (enhancement 
factor of 16.4f1.8 for 0.12 GeV/c2 <me+,- < 1.1 GeV/c2) in central Pb on Au collisions. The 
shape and the yield axe well described by the in-medium hadronic contribution. A detailed study 
of the spectrum width including systematic and statistical errors excludes the dropping p mass 
scenario [ 181. 

6. The (J meson 

The 4 meson yield in the e+e- channel is determined by integrating the invariant mass spectra 
in the mass region between 0.9 and 1.1 GeV/c2 in three transverse momentum bins [ 191. The inte- 
grated yield in the mass range between 0.9 and 1.1 GeV/c2 is 229553 with a signal to background 
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Figure 5: Invariant-mass spectra of K+K- pairs after background subtraction for the (p?,y@) bin 1.5 GeV/c 
< p f  < 1.75 GeV/c and 2.2 < y @  < 2.4. 

ratio of 1/12 and needs to be corrected for acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and physics back- 
ground under the @ peak. The p meson could extend into this mass range if its spectral function is 
modified in the medium. Dileptons from the QGP phase also contribute to the physics background 
in this mass range. The sum of these two contributions is estimated to be 35% of the total yield in 
this mass region by inspecting theoretical models that include in-medium spreading of the p width 
due to 2n processes and the dilepton yield from the QGP phase [91. The measured @ yield has been 
scaled by this factor to correct for the physics background. The charm contribution that is smaller 
than 3% [26] has been neglected. 

As mentioned before, CERES can also study the @ meson in the charged kaon (K+K-) decay 
mode. In order to do so, all charged particles get assigned the kaon mass (no particle identification 
is used). Only a conservative upper cut in the dEldx signal (corresponding to 90% of the Fermi 
plateau value) for momenta between 1.25 GeV/c and 4 GeV/c, suppressing 83% of the electrons, is 
applied to enhance the kaon content of the sample. Tracks in the geometrical acceptance 0.13 rad 
< 8 < 0.24 rad with a transverse momentum pt larger than 0.25 GeVlc are selected. To reduce 
the contamination from other particle species, cuts in the Podolanski-Armenteros parameter [27] 
and in the opening angle between the kaons are applied. The @ meson in the kaon decay mode is 
studied in the rapidity interval 2.0 < y@ < 2.4 for p? > 0.75 GeVlc. 

The invariant mass distributions of KfK- pairs were accumulated in (pf',y@) bins to obtain 
the 4 transverse momentum spectrum. The combinatorial background invariant mass distributions 
are calculated using the mixed-event technique for each (pf',y@) bin. An example of invariant 
mass spectrum after background subtraction is presented in Fig. 5. The yield of the @ mesons is 
determined by fitting a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution with parameters taken from the Particle 
Data Group compilation [28] (convoluted with the experimental resolution function obtained by a 
Monte Carlo simulation) superimposed on a linear background to account for a residual background 
in the low pf' bins, to the measured line shape. The signal to background ratios vary from 1/2000 
to 1/180 with increasing p?. The signal is integrated in the mass range between 1.0 GeV/c2 and 
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1.05 GeV/c2. The resulting 4 yields were corrected for acceptance and eEciency. 
The efficiency- and acceptance-corrected 4 meson yield is shown in Fig. 6 (left) for both decay 

modes as a function of transverse momentum. The inverse slope parameter of T = 273 Y 9(stat) f 
lO(sys) MeV and a rapidity density dN/dy of 2.05 f 0.14(stat) f 0.25(sys) in the KfK- decay 
mode and T = 306 f 82(stat) f 4O(syst) MeV and dN/dy = 2.04 f 0.49(stat) f 0.32(syst) in the 
dilepton decay mode are in good agreement within the errors. A 4 meson yield in the efe- decay 
mode larger than 1.6 times the yield on the K+K- decay mode is excluded at 95% CL (statistical 
and systematic errors in both decay channels added in quadrature). 

R (GeVlc) 

\ 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
m,-m, (GeVlc2) 

Figure 6: Left Transverse momentum spectrum of 4 mesons corrected for acceptance and efficiency recon- 
structed in the efe- decay mode (circles) and in the K+ K- decay channels (triangles). Systematic errors in 
the kaon decay channel are shown as boxes. The systematic errors in the dilepton analysis (not shown) are 
2~16%. Right: Transverse mass distribution of 4 mesons measured in the charged kaon (triangles) and in 
the dilepton (circles) decay mode after scaling (see text) compared to the results from NA49 (squares) and 
NA50 (diamonds). 

Moreover, the CERES results can be compared to the existing Pb-Pb systematics [4] after 
accounting for the different measurement conditions. The NA49 measurement was done at 4% 
centrality and covered a rapidity range from 3 to 3.8 units [29]. A global scaling factor of 1.17 f 
0.12 obtained experimentally is applied to the combined CERES data of Fig. 6 (left) to make 
the comparison to the systematics of [4]. In Fig. 6 (right) the scaled CERES 4 transverse mass 
spectrum is plotted together with the NA49 and NA50 data. The 4 meson yields agree within the 
errors with the NA49 results. So does the yield in the K+K- extrapolated down to pt=O using 
the measured inverse slope parameter. On the other hand, CERES data in the KfK- channel do 
not agree with NA50 results in the common pt region. This experiment however measures the 
leptonic channel. The extrapolation of NA50 results down to the region where CERES measures 
the dilepton channel does not agree either. As stated above, in the CERES measurement the two 
decay modes agree. Possible differences of maximum 40-50% as expected by models including 
only rescattering of the kaons [3] or of maximum 70% at the lowest pt  (pt < 0.3 GeVIc) expected 
by models including medium modifications of the 4 mesons and kaons like the AMPT model [30] 
cannot be ruled out by the CERES results. 
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7. Conclusions 

To conclude, CERES has measured the low invariant mass spectrum of dilepton pairs with 
improved mass resolution. An enhancement of 2.56 f 0.22 (stat) f 0.43 (syst) f 0.76 (decays) 
over the expectations of the hadronic decay cocktail is measured. The excess dilepton yield clearly 
favors models including a strong broadening of the p spectral function and it rules out models 
including a mass shift of the p meson. 

At 40 AGeV, the observed pair yield is enhanced over the expectation from neutral meson 
decays by a factor of 5.9 f 1.5(stat) f 1.2(syst) f l.S(decays). Compared to 158 AGeV it is 
somewhat larger, with a significance of 1.8 CT. The fact that the enhancement is somewhat larger 
and that the only quantity rising is the baryon density while the temperature decreases shows the 
importance of the baryon density for the in medium modifications of the p meson. 

Moreover, q!~ meson production has been measured simultaneously in both decay channels for 
the first time in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The yield and the inverse slope parameter in both 
decay modes agree within the errors. Our results are in agreement with the results from NA49 
measured in the kaon channel. A yield in the e+e- decay mode larger than 1.6 times the yield 
on the K+K- is excluded at 95% CL, therefore the large discrepancy observed previously is not 
observed in the CERES data. The theoretical predictions in [3,30] are consistent with our data. 
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